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MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION IN THE CITY OF CAMPINAS, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL,
TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST HOLY MOTHER OF JESUS, THE VIRGIN MARY TO THE VISIONARY
SISTER LUCÍA

Contemplate in My Heart the Peace that you need and find in the profound Love that lives there the
strength and bravery to move ahead.

My dears, so that the soul may reach the consecration of life, it is necessary to be persistent, because
beyond defeating the temptations of the world and overcoming the tests that come for your
strengthening, you must win the greatest battle, which is against yourself.

My beloveds, throughout the centuries humans have cultivated the love for matter, for modernities
and for the innumerous illusions that the world offers; they cultivate property, as well as material
goods, as well as consciousnesses and kingdoms.  And now the Lord sends Me to alert His
creatures, and to bring to them a Source of love and of true adoration, because there is only one
thing that will never abandon them as long as they are in life and for all eternity.  This that I talk
about is the Most Sacred Love that Jesus achieved on the Cross, for the Salvation and Redemption
of all humanity.

I come to announce the glorious return of My Son, as the fifth mystery of My luminous rosary, so
that it may be contemplated by the hearts of the world.

You must prepare yourselves in spirit, in soul and in consciousness, so that when My Son Jesus
comes to the world, He may find among His own the perfect dwelling to consummate on Earth the
eternal paradise, the true life that was gestated in the Divine Thought.

In these times blessed will be the simple of heart, of mind and of spirit, because they will answer
without fear and without delay to the Will that God announces to them through His Messengers.

On this day I ask you, through the simplicity that exists in your hearts, that you may dissolve the
obstacles and the walls that separate you from a life of sanctification, because I come to your lives
to prepare you for the experience of the sacred, of the glorious and of the divine, by means of prayer
and of adoration to the Most Holy Body of My Son.

Through simplicity of the heart just say "yes" to Me and following the example of Mary Magdalene,
listen to the voice of Christ that speaks to you: "Do not sin anymore." And answering to this call
find the path of perfect devotion and peace.

When the enemy knocks on your door, if you do not have the courage to deny them, be silent.
Quickly be silent and call for the help of the Lord, saying:
 

Request of help to the Eternal Father

Eternal Father,
I am here to accomplish Your Will.
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My soul, my body and my spirit
aspire to say 'Yes' to You eternally and

to confirm myself, day by day,
in Your Plan of Love.

Come, Lord, to my assistance,
before this test.

Amen.

 

With faith and courage, devotion and bravery, raise the banner of Peace and of Mercy, decreeing the
victory of Light in your lives and in the entire world.

These are times of confirmation and of battle.  Do not lower your arms!  Go forward!  And in the
face of difficulties, cry out, in humility, for the help of the Lord and call in sincerity for the help of
the neighbor.

Be true, sincere and pure of heart. This will protect you from yourselves.

Forward and in prayer!

I will guide you always.

Your beloved Mother, Mary, Queen of Peace


